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The updated edition of a kitchen classic, now with 30 new recipes for favorite savory holiday dishes

Keep age-old holiday traditions alive and start delicious new ones with A Treasury of Jewish Holiday

Baking, nominated for a Julia Child Cookbook Award. Professional pastry chef and

BetterBaking.com creator, Marcy Goldman has lovingly assembled a comprehensive collection of

easy-to-follow, time-tested recipes from one of the world's great baking traditions, from sweet raisin

challah for Rosh Hashanah to apricot-filled Hamantaschen for Purim and velvety Shabbat marble

cake. Now bring the warmth of the holidays into your own home with hundreds of easy-to-follow,

time-tested recipes, certain to bring back old memories and create new ones.
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After several months of using this cookbook over and over and over, I decided to buy it for friends. It

is extremely user-friendly, because many of the recipes use basic ingredients and are

uncomplicated to make. The directions are well-written, and the final product turns out exactly as I

visualize from the recipe, even when baking unfamiliar treats.I keep reaching for it, because there

are so many wonderful cakes, that I can always find something different or unusual, without

worrying because I've never tried the recipe before. Variations are often included, as well as

cooking times for different pan types and sizes.It's one of those cookbooks where you can flip

through it and consistently find something appropriate, without requiring a trip to the store for some

odd ingredient. The honey cake is fantastic, but the double fudge cake on pg. 110 "wows"

everybody every time. Bring that one to your next family get-together (I use a bundt pan and skip



the glaze, or drizzle on a quick confectioner's sugar glaze after it's cooled), and they will think you

stopped at a bakery (I'm not kidding).The only minor issue, is that on recipes where a range of flour

is given (e.g. soufganiot), I sometimes need to add even more flour. This was the same with another

(hamantaschen), where it was obvious that the dough was too sticky to shape. So while some

experience is helpful, common sense can tell you if more flour is needed. This has never been an

issue with any of the cake recipes, only those which are naturally more flexible on the

ingredients.Good Shabbos!

I checked this book out from the library several times before buying it. The Passover Chocolate

Torte was a raving success at our family's seder. The honey cake is to die for. And the pareve

cocoa cake is delicious! I've served all of these to non-Jewish friends, and they've loved them all.

None of these recipes taste like they've been "kosherized". They're wonderful to start with!

Some Jewish cookbooks are haimish, some are personal, some give historical/religious/cultural

background, some are long on good recipes for the experienced cook but short on practical advice

for the neophyte: If your shelf is packed with all of the above, and you know your onions (or your

onion bagels), you need Marcy's book. And if you are only going to buy one book on Jewish baking,

this is the one to buy. I have been a flour-flinging semi-pro baker and sometimes food writer for

more than twenty years, and from experience, I know that Marcy Goldman's recipes are the best.

Before this book came out, I already had tried--with one-hundred-percent success--many of her

recipes that were published in The Washington Post as well as in The Baking Sheet, a

must-read-newsletter-for-bakers-of-all-persuasions-and-ethnic-backgrounds that is published by

King Arthur Flour of Norwich, Vt. (disclaimer: I've also written for The Baking Sheet, but have never

met Marcy and she is not bribing me to pen a rave of her book). With her warmth, technical

expertise, and clear directions, she has something to offer bakers of all levels of experience. I

especially appreciated her section on challah, a weekly Sabbath staple of my household (and of

many of my friends, who just seem to know when to drop by). Many recipes by other authors

concentrate on fancy braiding and presentation, which challah neophytes have confessed to me

that they find intimidating, if not off-putting. Marcy focuses on the makings and bakings of wonderful

challah; the bells and whistles can come later. I'd rather sink my teeth into an endearingly lumpily

hand-fashioned, great-textured, great-tasting loaf than a gummy eye-pleaser. Marcy will not let you

down. I could go on and on, but my copy is already gritty with flour. What better recommendation

can I give--I own hundreds of cookbooks--than that?



I collect, read, savor, and love reading cookbooks. This cookbook is a KEEPER. Every recipe in it is

a 100% success. The one recipe that totally separated this book for all others is Bubbie's Orange

and Oil Hamantaschen recipe. We've all tried to make hamantaschen with the dough collapsing or

sticking all over. Not any more, with Ms Goldman's amazing recipe you too can make wonderful

hamantaschen. I did it at home, with kids I teach, even made them at camp. Buy this cookbook,

You'll be glad you did!

This book is truly awesome ... tried-and-true specialties, each written very clearly to guarantee

success, and each preceded by a brief description telling why it is so wonderful. The first recipe I

tried was the Caramel Matzoh Crunch, which has now become a staple. I'm not Jewish; these

wonderful recipes should appeal to anyone with taste buds. The only caveat is that the author

apparently revised her Honey Cake after the book was published -- and even I, who previously

despised honey cake, love Marcy Goldman's. (The revised version was published in the newspaper,

and that's the one I tried.) Don't miss this book; it is absolutely wonderful.

After renewing The Treasury of Jewish Holiday Baking at the library three times I decided it was

time to purchase it. This is definately a purchase I haven't been disappointed with. The Sour Cream

Coffee Cake is outstanding and has been given to several friends as a gift, with rave reviews I might

add. The Tunnel of Fudge Cake was everything I expected and more, and made a spectacular

Teacher Appreciation Week gift. You will enjoy the stories of the Jewish holidays and much as the

recipes. I am going to buy the book for my two sister's, one of whom is a caterer. I know anyone

who purchases this book or receives it as a gift will be thrilled.

I love this book. Easy simple recipes that have superior taste. I have made banana cake,sticky

buns,favorite apple cake and others. All came out great

I have no problem with the recipes. Since I am a baker I know that the recipes will be great. I have a

problem with the fact that there are no pictures of the finished products. For this reason alone I

would not have purchased the book. I think that with baking, it's important to see the results.
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